Abstract-Comparison with the classical BP neural network, the generalized regression neural network requires not periodic training process but a smoothing parameter. The model has steady and fast speed, and meanwhile, the connection weight of different neurons is not necessary to be adjusted in the training process. The paper establishes the index system of GRNN forecasting model, and then uses Bayes theory to reduce them, which will be inputting variables of GRNN model. The method is testified to get higher speed and accuracy by simulation of actual data and comparison to classical BP neural network.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of the concept of smart grid, a large number of distributed power grid to run, it have brought new challenges to the distribution network planning, construction and operations. Since a large number of users install DER to provide electricity, making the distribution network planners difficult to accurately predict the load growth, thereby affecting the plan's rationality. It's been a long time that many electric operators commit themselves to the investigation of electric system load forecasting technique and have obtain some production to a certainty, for example time sequence, regression analysis, gray theory, artificial neural network and so on. The artificial neural network has powerful collateral disposal mechanism, imminent capability of arbitrary function, learning capability and self-organization and self-adaptation capability. And it is capable of considering the impact of variable factors such as weather, temperature and so on. So it has been widely applied in the field of load forecasting and decisionmaking. Comparison with the classical BP neural network, the generalized regression neural network requires not periodic training process but a smoothing parameter. The model has steady and high speed, and meanwhile, the connection weights of different neurons are not necessary to be adjusted in the training process. And since change factor affecting load is numerous, if history load , temperature information , weather information , date type , week type etc., these different , are difficult to ascertain that because of field time factor reason, self fit in with chooses the all unable entering characteristic real time field forecasting method therefore, various but can only be based on experience in advance selected. Bayes decision theory concept the main body of a book is made use of and method entering characteristic in choosing short-term load forecasting.
II. BAYES THEORY
The good according to that Bayes viewpoint , essential points work out one decision-making , the information ought to make use of possessions to be able to gain, include sample book information and all information first in sampling and come from experience , consciousness , the subjective knowledge judging, these subjective knowledge same be valuable knowledge wealth, the middle responding to the formal introduction arrive at the deduction counting and making policy goes to, but this exactly is that classics statistics has not given think. In classical statistics deduction, only, admit and make use of sample information, but non-recognition, or make use of the subjective judgment and consciousness. Bayes theory exactly is to hope that the judgment and intuition lead subjectivity into the basis arriving at the analysis process counting deduction and building information thereby in decision analysis, inferring and making policy synthetically formally.
Bayes decision theory concept and method are used for fields such as engineering, management science already by broad field, adaptively selects input features step with Bayes method as follows:.
A Ascertains a priori probability distribution.
The priori probability   j P  represents the estimation to the probability distribution of the variable j  , it has reflected a priori knowledge to the variable, has included practical experience and subjective judgment etc. And that a priori probability scatters in load forecasting , is what be remained to be chosen influencing factor and their probability aggregation , restricting condition is whose necessary probability greater than zero, whose combination is 1. The load at the same time, forecasting (namely "big close small distant" distance according to load forecasting nearest segment of period affects maximal) and "identical date load type similarity" characteristic, the priori probability distribution is 
, the priori probability distribution is a uniform one.
B Ascertains a likelihood function.
The likelihood function has been a condition probability essentially it has reflected sample information, whose function value has been called likelihood rates, has been. 
Among them, a priori probability and likelihood function action input vectors, a posteriori probability is output vector. Because a posteriori probability has synthesized a priori knowledge and sample book information, ultimate being to decide which group of influencing factors to choose being input vector is standard. A posteriori probability is increasingly big, the probability that input vector is pitched on is increasingly big.
D Chooses the input vector j
 . According to the actual characteristic being unlike area load, choose M may affect bigger factor composition to load waiting for choosing influencing factor, again out of, the random chooses different influencing factor combination , forms input vector j  .
Owing to Bayes theory, the logic block diagram of input variable adaptively selected will be show:
According to the forecast, to select M influencing factors to be influencing factors set candidates
To determine the prior probability of the influencing factors according to the prior probability distribution formula
Randomly to select a group of influencing factors to be an input characteristic vector  relations according to the sample data and mainly be used for system model and forecasting. It is different from traditional neural network. The model has a clear theoretical basis and it is a neural network established on the basis of mathematical statistics. The advantage is fast learning. The network finally converges to the most optimal cluster sample regression plane. Once the learning samples are determined, the corresponding network structure and connection weights between neurons also will be determined. Network training process is actually the process of determining smoothing parameter. Even scarcer in the sample data, the effect is also very good, the network can handle data uncertainty. General regression neural network is characterized by a few manual adjustments of the parameters, which only need to adjust parameter of  .The learning of the network all relays on data samples, and it is fast to learn. The characteristics of the decision avoided the network to maximize the subjective impact of assumptions on the predicted results. It is an ideal means and tools for surface fitting and modeling.
As shown in Figure 2 , GRNN structure has four neurons, including the input layer, pattern layer, summation layer and output layer. Corresponding
The number of neurons is equal to the number of training samples m in the input layer. The distribution of neuronal cells is simple, directly passing input variables to hidden layer.
The number of neurons is equal to the number of training samples n in the pattern layer, the neurons corresponding to different samples. The transfer function of neurons i in pattern layer is
X is the network input. Xi is study sample corresponded to neuron i. δ is smoothing parameter, that is, neuron i's output is exponential of Euclid square between the input variable X and corresponding sample Xi. 
The number of Neurons in the output layer is equal to learning sample dimension L in the output vector and the summation layer neuron output will be divided, that is: 
A Smoothing parameter optimization
In the training process, learning algorithm of Generalized regression neural network adjust the smoothing parameter  instead of adjusting the connection weights between neurons, to adjust the transfer function of each unit in model layer so as to get the best regression estimation. wherein, 1≤j, k, l≤N, and i , j, k, l differ from each other, F will control the degree of variation of differential item 
(I) If G exceeds the maximum evolving algebra M, or if the best fitness value difference between the G-th generation and the G+k-th generation is not greater than esp., go to step (J); otherwise return to Step (C). Where k is non-negative integer, which can be set by the user according to accuracy requirement, esp. = Inbreeding will lead to degradation, it's easy to make an individual approach to a local optimum if the evolution shrinking too fast, and resulting in inbreeding of the next generation. For maintaining the diversity of species, this paper reserves the best individual and initializes another individual, which is called resetting operation, and designs the parameters to measure distribution range of offspring, as Eq. (8) shows.  and generate a number of individuals in its surroundings according to the normal distribution. b) Design optimization operation Optimization operation is introduced to use of evolutionary information, to implement deterministic optimization timely according to the trend of fitness function. Simplex method is a good optimization operation, which has excellent search ability, no need to calculate derivative, and is easy to implement. Design simplex optimization operation, which is optimizing from an individual with simplex method, and calling it according to variable frequency (known as optimization rate). Reduce optimization rate when the rate of shrinkage is fast; otherwise improve. Therefore, compare distribution range of two generations population, change the optimization rate according to Eq. 
IV. CASE ANALYSIS
In this paper, Southern Hebei Network of the 2009 data were analyzed to September 10, 2009 to September 19 points for the entire sample for the study and active load to September 20 for the entire load for the test samples were forecast in September on the 21st load. 52 selected by experience on the condition variable attributes, which is 12 load data, that is, on the 10th to the 19th day the whole point of load; The remaining 40 non-load data, including weather, the date type, sunshine duration, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, average temperature, the biggest humidity, humidity, such as minimum 40 factors, including the date and type of rest days (including weekends and the statutory rest), the weather conditions on the provision of meteorological information is divided into 17 types. The neural network input vector, using the above-mentioned were all rough intensive SR algorithm primaries to the impact of load reduction factors. Table I lists a variety of reduction algorithm results. Can be seen, after attribute reduction, the input vector be simplified. We can see from Tab.1, making use of Bayes reduction, the input variables reduces from 43 to 31, calculating time reduces to 13min, the average relative error decrease from 11.11% to 5.82%, not only the attribution was reduced in the maximal degree, but the computing time is shortest relatively, and the calculation error is minimum. It is shown from the training time and accuracy. The method in the paper is better than traditional BP Neural Network, so it is suitable for the forecasting samples in this area. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has been submitted one kind of short-term load forecasting method based on Bayes. On the premise of every factor data test result being indicated, being method's turn to be able to think that the forecast is connected with load in synthesis, reach higher forecast accuracy, and be that one kind of effective short period load forecasts method within shorter training time.
